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NMAC LAUNCHES “COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT SERIES”  
OF WEBINARS 

 
Feb. 12, 2018 - NMAC is launching a new Community Spotlight series of webinars for 
2018. These webinars will celebrate and spotlight communities that bear greater 
burdens in the HIV epidemic but are often invisible or overlooked due to issues of race, 
gender, or gender identity.  
 
The first entry in the series will be held Wednesday, Feb. 21, at 3:00 PM EST, in 
recognition of Black History Month. Reunited And It Feels So Good: Addressing Barriers 
That Fuel The Division of Ending The Epidemic (ETE) Planning in Black America, by 
Leisha McKinley-Beach, provides an overview of addressing HIV from a community NS 
will discuss the advocacy and awareness of HIV from Black leadership from the very 
beginning of the epidemic. 
 
NMAC is proud to partner with the Black AIDS Institute to present this webinar. 
 
More information about the Community Spotlight Series, including registration information, is 
available at www.nmac.org/webinars.   
 
“We have heard time and again from many communities that face the greatest challenges from 
HIV that they want more visibility for their concerns and their needs,” said Paul Kawata, 
NMAC’s Executive Director. “NMAC is committed to ensuring that they are seen and heard. 
These webinars are just one of several new initiatives NMAC is undertaking this year to amplify 
all of the voices of minority communities in the fight against not just HIV but against racism and 
inequalities that help the epidemic to continue. We hope that everyone will join us to hear 
from both established and new leaders in the HIV movement and learn more about the issues 
we all face.” 
 
NMAC leads with race to urgently fight for health equity and racial justice to end the HIV 
epidemic in America. Since 1987, NMAC has advanced our mission through a variety of 
programs and services, including: a public policy education program, national and 
regional training conferences, a treatment and research program, numerous electronic 



 

 

and print materials, and a website: www.nmac.org. NMAC also serves as an association 
of AIDS service organizations, providing valuable information to community-based 
organizations, hospitals, clinics, and other groups assisting individuals and families 
affected by the HIV epidemic. 
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